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- 924 A Partnership Between the Dioxin Receptor and a Basic Helix-Loop-Helix Protein: E. F. JOHNSON
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- 926 Core Formation During Early Accretion of the Earth: H. E. NEWSOM AND K. W. W. SIMS
- 934 Discrimination Between Intracellular Uptake and Surface Adhesion of Bacterial Pathogens: R. R. ISBERG
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- 949 Samarium-Neodymium Direct Dating of Fluorite Mineralization: J. T. CHESLEY, A. N. HALLIDAY, R. C. SCRIVENER
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976 Republics of Science: K. M. OLEKSO; other reviews by H. ETZKOWITZ, I. HACKING, M. J. NYE
981 A Modern Necessity: C. S. FISCHER; other review by P. C. COHEN
985 Reshapings by Disease: P. CONRAD; other review by J. GOLDEN
988 Transformations on Campus: L. STEVENSON; other review by M. M. FERRERE
990 Cosmic Thinkers: M. S. MAHONEY; other reviews by B. J. HUNT, W. MONTGOMERY, D. L. HULL
994 The Events Stemming from Utah: T. F. GIERYN; other review by R. N. CAHN
998 Views of a Comet: M. F. A’HEARN; other review by B. A. SMITH
1000 A Paradox for Biology: L. PARTRIDGE; other reviews by E. MARGOLIASH, S. N. TISMASHIEF
1002 The Phylogenetic Perspective: J. B. LOSOS; other reviews by F. B. GILL and F. H. SHELDON, A. PEDUCCIA, K. PADIAN, S. D. WEBB
1008 Tropical Sites: T. H. FLEMING; other reviews by W. H. SCHLESINGER, C. J. KREBS
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1015 An Alternative to Associationism: W. TIMBERLAKE; other reviews by J. B. GLEASON, M. R. LEPPER
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